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Connecting your infrastructure to the technology resources you need

Affordable Video System Design & Integration
AC Video Solutions can design and integrate your entire video system from production to archiving. We offer full system design services as well as studio construction, lighting grid and cyclorenta installation, including wiring, testing and training of all systems.

A/V System Installation
AC Video Solutions installs all types of projectors, screens, smartboards, whiteboards and monitors for any type of environment including schools, corporations, and hospitals.

Digital Signage
Consultants need the data and other content from a variety of sources and customize the output on a video display screen to provide users with the information they need. Our services include installation of a preconfigured media server, monthly management, maintenance, design, content training and technical consulting.

System Maintenance and Service Contracts
Our engineering staff can help maintain your video system. We offer service contracts and on-call services.

3 or 5 Year Extended Warranty Contracts
Our engineering staff can help maintain your video system. We offer service contracts and on-call services.

POWER SURGE PROTECTION:
The program includes, for no additional charge, power surge protection to ensure your investment in equipment is secured.

AFFORDABLE AND PRACTICAL:
The program costs vary depending on the value of the equipment being warranted as well as the number of years. However, this is a one-time payment that guarantees your equipment will provide the utility you planned without the risk of having to invest additional funds down the road for repairs. The cost can be included in the invoice, can be amortized or added to your lease and, in most cases, the cost of this protection is not much more than the discount most dealers provide on equipment sales. You will be amazed at how affordable and well structured our program really is.

EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING
Make the most of your existing technology and add the right new equipment with effective technology consulting services from AC Video Solutions. We will advise on technology assets and contract needs. Once we have catalogued your equipment, we help you to decide what stays, what needs to be replaced, and what you need to add. Our technology consulting service helps build creative, state of the art video production systems, television studios, and post-production systems, at an affordable price.

About Us

flexible solutions to suit your workflow

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS
with customer-centric values

Decades of experience in developing solutions for the professional video industry has resulted in comprehensive understanding of how technology can help you. We have learned how to seamlessly integrate existing technology with new systems in order to meet budgets and deadlines and we do so in a way that allows for future system updates and expansion. We integrate the realities of budget and time limitations with your need for better systems and modernization and understand the pain associated with changing operations. Even positive change can be painful and costly beyond budgetary concerns and we have many times moved to handle everything from start to finish, for any type of production including live concerts, plays, dance and corporate events.

Digital Signage
Consultants need the data and other content from a variety of sources and customize the output on a video display screen to provide users with the information they need. Our services include installation of a preconfigured media server, monthly management, maintenance, design, content training and technical consulting.

MANAGING SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
with the human factor in mind
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EXTENDED WARRANTY:
Our engineering staff can help maintain your video system. We offer service contracts and on-call services.
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PLAYBOX TECHNOLOGY

Television Automation—From Ingest To Scheduling & Playout

The VNP-100 is a standards, high-quality video encoder/decoder (codec) supporting unidirectional video/audio transmission, as well as single and dual Encoder or decoder configurations for full-duplex video/data transmission for applications requiring high channel density in a single Quad-Shaped video payload. The VNP-100 implements low latency video/audio transmission of Next-Less-Less compressed SDI video over 10/100/1000 IP networks.

Multiple Video/Audio user Interfaces

The VNP-100 video encoder/decoder supports a wide range of video interfaces with accompanying audio signals for SDI over IP networks. The video encoder accepts NTSC, PAL composite video for transmission of real-time video and audio signals over IP networks with uncertain delays and deadlines that require faster-than-light speeds. And, oh, by the way, go to the cloud while you're at it and it can save some operations budget money.

In the meantime, new approaches to digital video delivery will allow us to paint a future where we can deliver this high-definition experience to the consumer in their home and still enjoy the advantages of serving the broadest possible audience. But first, the technology has to be available. It is developing rapidly and there are new applications being introduced daily. 
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**WEBCLIP2GO Production System**

The Ultimate Fast Video Production & Instant Publication System

**WEBCLIP2GO**

- **High volume production**
- **Lightweight & compact**
- **Easy setup & operation**

**Streambox Video Transport**

- **Capture, Encode, Network/Cloud, Playout & Stream**

**MNC Software**

- **SCALABILITY**
- **OPEN ARCHITECTURE**
- **DEVICE INTEGRATION**
- **CONTROL**
- **DEPLOYMENT**

**LIVESTREAM Production Switchers**

- **Live Production Switchers**

**Mosaic**

- **Pioneer delivering unique IP-based video streaming systems**
- **Internet-ready video platforms**
- **Fast and agile video production**

**Streambox Avenir Micro 3.2**

- **A mobile & portable production system**
- **Easy to use & operate**
- **Low latency & high performance**

**Streambox Avenir Micro: SDI & HDMI**

- **Flexible & scalable solution**
- **Easy integration & operation**

**Streambox AvenirSD Excite Encoder Pro:**

- **Fully powered HD encoder**
- **Simplicity & flexibility**

**Streambox 9680 Full-Decode HD Encoder:**

- **Versatile & powerful solution**
- **HD & SD video streaming**

**Studio HD31 Entry-Level Live Production Switcher**

- **HD/SD/HDMI TOC Switcher**
- **Compact & lightweight design**

**Studio Surface Go**

- **Portable & versatile**
- **HD/SD/HD production switcher**

**BroadcastPro**

- **Live production switchers**
- **Versatile & powerful solution**
- **HD video streaming**

**VideoProduction Solutions**

- **Web to TV solutions**
- **Easy to use & operate**
- **Scalable & flexible**
PTZ Camera Key Features
- Affordably priced 1/1.8" CMOS 4K UHD (2048 x 1536) PTZ Camera Line
- Superseded Remote Control System
- Dual 120 and 50x Zoom, plus 12mm Wide Angle with 12mm Lens
- SDI Available for Customized Control
- Controlled using VISCA (SIP and XML), RS-422/RS-232, and VIA (tethered control)
- Multicasted For Advanced Networks
- USB 3.0 Port
- Smart Phone Camera Control Application Available

Using the Remote Control
Every PTZOptic camera includes an IR remote control which can be used for camera PTZ and configuration. You will notice each IR remote control can be opened up to 4 cameras. There is a switch at the back of each control to select which camera(s) you would like to control.

Controlling multiple cameras via the IR remote. There is an on screen display menu you can use to turn on your camera settings. Setting and calling a preset can be done by pressing the set button and the number you desire. After you have set the options you need, simply press the number button you have assigned.

Connectivity Limitations
PTZOptic cameras offer various video outputs including: HD-SDI, HDMI, USB 3.0 (via UVC), and VISCA. Each video cable has its own distance limitations to be aware of. HD-SDI cabling is preferred for long distances up to 1,000ft. Networking cabling for IP streaming can be extended up to 328ft. HDMI cabling can reach distances up to 50ft without requiring extensions and UVC cabling limitations are highly dependent on the quality of cabling used.

3 Year Warranty
Every PTZOptic camera comes with a 3-year manufacturer warranty. This warranty covers any and all manufacturing and materials defects. This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, or user damage or failure of camera maintenance.

5 Advantages of Using the PTZ Optic Camera
- Replaces many cameras in any setup
- Makes for a more efficient workflow
- Reduces your overall cost
- Easy and intuitive to use
- Improved Video Quality

Selling other cameras with similar capabilities also

Professional & Consumer Camera-Top Monitors
Marshall’s camera-top field monitors are built for the demanding workflow and production environment. The 6.5” MCT-717 top mount monitor is available for use in the control room, on stage, or on set. The MCT-717 camera-top monitors combine the latest in display technology with the features operators need, offering bright, colorful displays with features such as Full HD, IPS, Auto Aspect Ratio Detect, Zoom, Image Flip, Full Color Adjustment and Focus Peaking. Marshall's 6.5” camera-top monitors are part of our professional line. We offer different monitor configurations that you need to assist professional live events and production.

LCD monitors offer standard features including: high frame rate, color grading, and de-embedding. There are also a variety of options for monitoring via dual SDI inputs for Wearable and Vescpective among many other advanced features they share with our professional field monitors. Our professional field monitors allow users to perfectly shot on camera, rather than in post.

Sales@ACVideoSolutions.com
www.ACVideoSolutions.com

Digital Film Quality for Every Project
The perfect camera for digital film, broadcast, live production and more! URSA Mini Pro is "the camera in one" because it combines full digital film quality for the experienced broadcast professionals need. It’s ideal for any kind of work from high definition and high resolution film, television shows and commercials. To independent film, broadcast news, and even studio and live production. Ursa Mini Pro features beyond Ultra HD 4.6K resolution, 15 stops of dynamic range, with a super wide color gamut and DaVinci color science so you always capture cinematic quality. DaVinci offers a full suite of advanced color correction tools, and professional post production workflows. URSA Mini Pro is the perfect camera for digital film, broadcast, live production and more!

Sales@ACVideoSolutions.com
www.ACVideoSolutions.com
**Optoma Projectors**

From Consumer Portables To Digital Cinema

Optoma is a world leading designer and manufacturer of projection and audio products for business, education, entertainment, and home entertainment. Optoma’s projection product range combines superior image processing technologies with ergonomic design and innovation to deliver stunning crystal clear images with ultimate reliability.

**Sondea Multimedia**

Touch Panels, Control Systems & IPBus
distribution

Aurora Multimedia provides solutions to your business and unique needs. Aurora designs and manufactures products for today’s AV industry. Our comprehensive solutions are based on a profound comprehension of the AV industry. We develop special software so yours will stand out in a sea of others in your field. Let Triveni IT help you find a solution to your issues.

Audio, video, data, and control can be sent securely to one or more displays. LightBeams 15G delivers pervasive, three-dimensional audio. The Audio Light Beams result can be felt and heard. The integration of the audio signal with the video content can be delivered to anywhere in the environment.

Aurora Multimedia Touch Panels provide the necessary control interface required to put your new system into service. When the Touch Panel is set up as a transmitter, the Touch Panel send your data to a remote receiver. When configured as a receiver, the touch panel provide the necessary control interface required to put your new system into service.

Aurora Multimedia supports your business with integrated touch panels, control systems, and automated screen management. Aurora Multimedia provides solutions for a variety of display needs, including price, quality, management, habitability, comfort, and flexibility.

**TRIVENI IT – Custom Software**

Software Development To Satisfy Your Specific Needs

With experience in programming, usage, quality certification and product improvement since 2006, our advisory services are based on a profound comprehension of functional prerequisites and specifications of business workflows. We offer a complete programming service that covers the full development and implementation of software, including a full range of consulting services:

- IT Infrastructure Audit
- IT Business Process Optimization
- Software Architecture Review and Planning
- Application Security Consulting
- Project Requirements Definition and Design
- Choice of Technology Framework

**CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT**

We hope you’ll consider Triveni IT if you’re searching for a long-term reliable business partner who will listen to your innovative ideas and work hard to make them a reality. Our custom software will give your business a competitive edge over others in your industry. We develop special software so yours will stand out in a sea of others in your field. Triveni IT will help your business grow and create a brand that will last.

**TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING**

- New Application Development
- Application Integration & Customization
- Legacy Application Migration & Enhancement
- Application Support & Continuous Improvement
- Project Rescue

**PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT**

Triveni IT is a full-service software development (SPRIT) system provider. We support you at any stage of your product evolution, from a new idea to product prototype, development, support and maintenance. We can engage as a full cycle product development team or help your existing team become leaner while providing product management services. Our IT Strategy Development provides you with high-level guidance. Choose your best strategy for your product development and implementation. Your business can take advantage of sales opportunities as your business can take advantage of sales opportunities as your signs can be costly. To configure the video can be done using the software development to satisfy your specific needs, we provide solutions for a variety of display needs, including price, quality, management, habitability, comfort, and flexibility.

- New Application Development
- Application Integration & Customization
- Legacy Application Migration & Enhancement
- Application Support & Continuous Improvement
- Project Rescue

**PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT**

Triveni IT is a full-service software development (SPRIT) system provider. We support you at any stage of your product evolution, from a new idea to product prototype, development, support and maintenance. We can engage as a full cycle product development team or help your existing team become leaner while providing product management services. Our IT Strategy Development provides you with high-level guidance. Choose your best strategy for your product development and implementation.

**Beyond Software Development**

In addition to software development, we provide a number of other services including Business Process Reengineering, Business Process Management, Business Process Integration, Business Process Automation, Business Process Management, and Business Process Enhancement.

**AURORA Multimedia**

Touch Panels, Control Systems & IPBus
distribution

Aurora Multimedia Touch Panels provide the necessary control interface required to put your new system into service. When the Touch Panel is set up as a transmitter, the Touch Panel send your data to a remote receiver. When configured as a receiver, the touch panel provide the necessary control interface required to put your new system into service.

Aurora Multimedia supports your business with integrated touch panels, control systems, and automated screen management. Aurora Multimedia provides solutions for a variety of display needs, including price, quality, management, habitability, comfort, and flexibility.

**Sample House of Worship Screen**

e-mail: Sales@ACVideoSolutions.com  tel: (510) 422-0433
PHABRIX Test & Measurement

Customized Test, Monitor, Log, Analyze & Report

PHABRIX is a world leader in broadcast measurement, with a full range of portable and rackmount units for real-time waveform, Vectorscope, Sync, and audio analysis. PHABRIX products are used by network engineers, engineers, and technicians who need a reliable and affordable solution for their broadcast measurement needs.

Digital Broadcast

Digital Broadcast offers a wide range of products for the broadcast television industry that has been impacted in recent years by economic, political, and social conditions. Digital Broadcast provides equipment for broadcast stations to become network ready and more competitive. Digital Broadcast's products are available in a wide range of models and specifications to meet the needs of any broadcast station.

Acoustic Wall Treatments

Acoustic wall treatments are designed to reduce noise levels in broadcast environments. Acoustic treatments are available in a variety of materials and designs to meet the needs of any broadcast station.

Acoustic & Tactile Surfaces

Acoustic & Tactile Surfaces provide products to meet your acoustic requirements. Whether it’s a question of aesthetics or functionality, we have a solution for you. We offer a wide range of acoustic and tactile surfaces for broadcast environments.

Digital Broadcast Systems

Digital Broadcast Systems offers a full range of products for the broadcast television industry. Digital Broadcast Systems products are designed to meet the needs of any broadcast station.

Acoustic & Tactile Surfaces provide products to meet your tactile requirements. Whether it’s a question of aesthetics or functionality, we have a solution for you. We offer a wide range of tactile surfaces for broadcast environments.
CatDV Media Asset Management

Powerful Asset Management, Automation & Collaboration

The CatDV family of products provides powerful asset management, automation and collaboration tools for any organization that manages large volumes of media files.

The CatDV novice enables collaboration and sites at the heart of the collaboration process while the CatDV client provides rich and flexible asset management front end. The CatDV Workflow node is a powerful automation engine while our workflow tools are the latest in CatDV. Specific plugins for Adobe, Final Cut, Live HTML5 and Live Capture provide integration, capabilities across all popular platforms.

**ADDER Efficiency**

KVM Over IP - Universal Stations

Need some video to be presented? All of the stations you use don’t have to be in a room. With the use of ADDER KVM systems you can control all of your equipment in your machine room and connect all of these video control stations so each workstation can be switched, any view you need it to be with the push of a button.

**FURMAN A/V Power Solutions**

Rackmount Power Solutions

FURMAN Power conditioning for professional audio and video equipment is critical to the function and longevity of your system. A power conditioner or a line conditioner provides surge protection with a variety of very versatile features.

Furman’s Advanced Voltage Regulation/Power Conditioners provide consistent output to correct unstable voltage fluctuations while offering all of the protections and noise filtering benefits of Furman’s power conditioning technologies.

VIDESSENCE Lighting Systems

LED & Fluorescent Lighting Systems

The extended performance and range of Videscence’s LED lighting instruments can easily satisfy all of the requirements for illuminating environments for shows of all sizes. LED lighting systems are designed to fit with the latest innovations in LED technology. LED fixtures feature an excellent color rendering and color temperature and can be configured as single units or multi-unit systems.

Videscence offers a complete range of lighting instruments for a variety of applications. Whether it’s for small stages or large facility, Videscence LED lighting can be used in a variety of ways to enhance the performance of any event.

HARMAN Professional Solutions

JBL Studio Monitors, Soundcraft Audio, DBX Processors & Much More

HARMAN designs and engineers contact's products and solutions for professional audio, enterprise automation solutions, and connected services. HARMAN’s portfolio includes Sonos, JBL, Harman Kardon, Infinity, B&O, Mark Levinson, Neural Products, and many more.

SONOS Wireless Speakers

Sonos is the world's leading wireless Home Speaker System that fits into any room in your home with high-quality streaming music, movies, and TV. Sonos streaming music technology works with your existing stereo equipment, allowing access to the wealth of streaming music sources, and enabling audio-visual wireless throughout the home. To simplify purchasing and integration of our combined powerhouse technologies, Crestron has proudly offer the complete product line through AC Video Solutions (in the United States only).

Quantum Audio

Quantum Audio offers an extensive line of Speakers, Subwoofers, Amplifiers and Equalizers to fit your specific project or application. AC Video Solutions has access to the entire Quantum Audio product lineup and we have installed these fine products in several projects.

DCAL Media Signage Solutions

Custom Digital Signage Solutions

SCALA offers detailed network communications and players to address any and all of your digital signage needs. Select from completely custom-built for use of one of our templates to get started. Contact AC Video Solutions for more information.

BrightSign Digital Signage Media Players

BrightSign with Tightrope Media Content

XT243 Standard I/O Player

Offers the most powerful 1080p 4K and Full HD video engine with all-upscaling and dual encoding of one 4K and one Full HD video simultaneously. Delivers the best HTM5 and rendering performance available for Enterprise applications. Includes embedded DVI, HDMI, and analog output along with POS, GPIO, IR, analog, and立体 audio and an HDMI 2.0a interface.

XANTECH—The #1 Name In IR

The XANTECH has the most complete portfolio of IR Receivers that can be customized to any size surface flush mount or shelf mount. This versatile line of products can be used in any application including home automation systems, direct to vehicle, or any application where a remote control is needed.

VIDESSENCE Lighting Systems

Rack Mount Power Solutions

Electric, Manual, Rear Screen Structures, Portable & Fixed Screens

DA-LITE Projection Screens

Extreme Clarity, Rich Contrast & Vivid Color

DA-LITE is the leading manufacturer of projection screens in the world, offering an extensive product line of projector and projector comparison calculators. Their expert engineers ensure that every screen is manufactured to meet the highest standards of performance and reliability.

Middle Atlantic Products

What Great Systems Are Built On

Middle Atlantic Products are the finishing touches for your home automation system. From racks and enclosures to furniture, Middle Atlantic has the right equipment for your specific needs. Their unique solution includes a variety of premade cable accessories and wall plates as well as the ability to install any components you desire. Middle Atlantic’s products provide a wide selection of accessories and installation options. They offer a wide selection of high-quality components for the DIY enthusiast or the professional installer. Middle Atlantic products are the choice for building high-quality, state-of-the-art home automation systems.

TASC Club - Only The Best

Middle Atlantic Products are the finishing touches for your home automation system. From racks and enclosures to furniture, Middle Atlantic has the right equipment for your specific needs. Their unique solution includes a variety of premade cable accessories and wall plates as well as the ability to install any components you desire. Middle Atlantic’s products provide a wide selection of accessories and installation options. They offer a wide selection of high-quality components for the DIY enthusiast or the professional installer. Middle Atlantic products are the choice for building high-quality, state-of-the-art home automation systems.
Developed specifically for the professional video and broadcast market, our new Extended Warranty program goes beyond traditional warranty offerings and encompasses benefits specific to the needs of our industry. The program includes:

**EXTENDED WARRANTY**: Create warranty protection of up to 5 years for your equipment and avoid service budget overruns while ensuring your equipment is serviced (or replaced) long after the manufacturer’s warranty has expired.

**MANUFACTURER REPAIRS COVERED**: Repairs can be performed by our partner’s own manufacturer certified technicians OR directly by the manufacturer; either way the charges are covered.

**REPLACEMENT IF UNREPAIRABLE**: Sometimes equipment is simply not(572,507),(717,535) repairable; in such eventuality, we will replace your equipment with the same model (if available) or equivalent.

**POWER SURGE PROTECTION**: The program includes, for no additional charge, power surge protection to ensure your investment in equipment is secured.

**ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE FROM HANDLING**: Dropping a camera lens first is never a good idea and we all try to avoid it; but it does happen. Our program includes accidental damage from handling. This is actually an optional program feature but we include it; you can save a few dollars by dropping this option but we do not recommend dropping this option as long as gravity keeps pulling equipment toward the floor.

**AFFORDABLE AND PRACTICAL**: Program costs vary depending on the value of the equipment being warrantied as well as the number of years. However, this is a one-time payment that guarantees your equipment will provide the utility you planned without the risk of having to invest additional funds down the road for repairs. The cost can be included in the invoice, can be amortized or added to your lease and, in most cases, the cost of this protection is not much more than the discount most dealers provide on equipment sales. You will be amazed at how affordable and well structured our program really is.